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EMERGENCY BREATHING SYSTEMS
EBSTM
Oil & Gas and Marine

Keep going. Keep safe.

EUREKA EBSTM & SIP

The Eureka EBSTM:
Designed to provide lifesaving
protection for personell that risk
being exposed to asphyxiant,
toxic- or explosive gases in case
of an emergency situation.
The EBS™ systems can be
designed to suit every need,
from a very long delivery
duration of variable air flow to a
large air flow suitable for a large
amount of people.

The Eureka EBSTM is a flexible
system that can be adopted for
installation on fixed and floating
offshore installations, drilling
rigs & ships, safety standby
vessels, supply vessels, in
onshore oil & gas facilites and in
chemical plants.

In case of gas leaks the flow of
fresh air from the Eureka EBSTM
can be started both manually
and automatically.
A control room equipped with a
EBS™ system allows process
operators and engineers to stay
in the control room to monitor
and handle the emergency
situation.
The EBS™ system can also be
designed to supply air for
personal respirators or as a
cascade filling system.

Eureka EBSTM delivery
options:
• As stand-alone systems.
• As part of a containerized
Shelter In Place (SIP).
• The systems can be designed
and documented (SAR) to
meet SIL3 requirements
according to EIC 61508.
EUREKA has currently delivered
more than 40 EBS™ systems
worldwide.

The system is designed to meet
the demands of DIRECTIVE 94/9/
EC (Exp) ATEX.
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RELIABILITY THROUGH EXPERIENCE

Shelter In Place (SIP):
EUREKA AS and long term
partner Uniteam AS delivers
containerized gas tight shelters
complete with a EBS™ system.
No gases can enter the SIP due
to internal overpressure in the
shelter.

The SIP provides both shelter
and a life sustaining air supply to
personnell until the gas leak has
been stopped, or until they can
be evacuated to a safe place.

KPO Aksai KXT 3 x 50 men Blast SIP - (2011)

SIP delivery option:
• Can be delivered as a blast
resistant design.
AGIP KCO - Kashagan Field - 500 men TR Barge (2006)

Shelter Door Area

Shelter Seating Area
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EUREKA PUMPS AS is a Norwegian pump supplier with more than 40 years of experience in
the oil & gas and marine industry, offering a range of pumps and generator sets that covers a
majority of applications. EUREKA PUMPS also offers services for upgrading, modification,
equipment testing, installation and commissioning.
EUREKA PUMPS is a market leader among companies operating on the Norwegian Continental
shelf, and it is also present in International markets with selected applications, based on own
technology. EUREKA PUMPS main office is in Oslo (Lysaker), Norway, and has advanced
service facilities along the Norwegian coast. EUREKA PUMPS also has branch offices in
Houston, St. Johns, Busan and Kuala Lumpur.
EUREKA PUMPS is one of five companies in the ALIGN group, a leading supplier of production
equipment and safety critical products and solutions. ALIGN offers services ensuring
continuous production, a perspective that safeguards optimal operations and lower life-cycle
costs. The ALIGN group is owned by Converto Capital and HitecVision.
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